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Abstract

the assumption that the silhouette of a person is symmetric,
non-symmetric parts are labelled as potential carried baggage. After that, the parts labelled in the first step showing
a periodicity are discarded, assuming that these are the arms
and legs.
In [1] the authors introduce a body model inspired by the
human appearance and use simple constraints for the detection of carried objects. They partition the detected persons
in four blocks and calculate the periodicity and the amplitude of the blocks over time. Those persons whose features
do not fit the properties observed for the gait of persons
walking without baggage are classified as persons carrying
an object.
A blob based method is presented in [2]. The authors
introduce a classification method based on k-nn classifiers
using two different sets of features: foreground density features with granularity and real size features. The foreground
density features are produced by dividing each tracked object into the same number of regions and calculating the
proportion of foreground pixels to the total number of pixels for each of these regions.
In [12], pose preserving dynamic shape models are used
to detect people carrying objects in video sequences by
means of their silhouette. The authors use an iterative procedure of hole filling and outliers detection using pose preserving shape reconstruction to enhance the precision in the
detection of people carrying objects.
In [21] the authors introduce a periodicity dependency
pattern describing the motion of a tracked person based on
the correlation of a blockwise temporal match. The intent is
be independent from the results of a background subtraction
approach. People carrying objects are then classified using
an off-line trained support vector machine.
Recent state-of-the-art methods use the technique of
temporal templates introduced by [9]. In [22] the authors
use a set of Gabor based human gait appearance models
on a general tensor discriminant analysis in order to detect people carrying objects. In [8] the authors use the
temporal templates of people tracked in videos and match
them with exemplar templates generated with a 3D Maya@

Detecting people carrying objects is a commonly formulated problem as a first step to monitor interactions between people and objects. Recent work relies on a precise
foreground object segmentation, which is often difficult to
achieve in video surveillance sequences due to a bad contrast of the foreground objects with the scene background,
abrupt changing light conditions and small camera vibrations. In order to cope with these difficulties we propose
an approach based on motion statistics. Therefore we use
a Gaussian mixture motion model (GMMM) and, based on
that model, we define a novel speed and direction independent motion descriptor in order to detect carried baggage as
those regions not fitting in the motion description model of
an average walking person. The system was tested with the
public dataset PETS2006 and a more challenging dataset
including abrupt lighting changes and bad color contrast
and compared with existing systems, showing very promissing results.

1. Introduction
The number of video surveillance cameras is increasing
notably. This leads to a growing interest in algorithms for
automatically analysing the huge amount of video information generated by these devices. The development of such
algorithms is being further boosted by the increasing processing power that modern CPU architectures offer. Detecting people carrying objects is a commonly formulated
problem. Results can be used as a first step in order to monitor interactions between people and objects, like depositing
or removing an object.
There have been several methods proposed aiming at detecting people carrying objects. The majority of these methods is based on analysing the silhouette of a person obtained
by means of foreground segmentation. One of the first
methods was Backpack, proposed in [10, 11]. Backpack is
a two step algorithm. At first, the symmetry of the silhouette of the persons detected in a frame is analysed. Based on
1

Figure 1. Two frames from each of the PETS (left) and our (right) datasets. Lighting changes are not appreciable in the PETS dataset,
while in ours are drastic.

model using 8 cameras to capture the motion of different
persons walking on a treadmill. In order to cope with different camera positions, scale, translation and rotation, they
first decide which exemplar to use by calculating the viewing direction of the person being tracked. Candidate carried
objects are then detected by the salient obtained by matching the tracked person with the best model. To enhance
the detection rate, prior information and a spatial continuity assumption are used. The approach was tested on the
PETS2006 public dataset.
Recent work relies on a precise foreground object segmentation obtained by means of background subtraction,
which is often difficult to achieve in video surveillance sequences due to a bad contrast of the foreground objects with
the scene background, abrupt changing light conditions and
small camera vibrations.
In order to cope with these difficulties we propose an approach based in the motion statistics of the foreground objects. Therefore we use a Gaussian mixture motion model
(GMMM) of the objects being tracked. Furthermore we
propose a short-time and a long-time speed and direction
independent motion descriptors in order to detect carried
baggage as those regions not fitting in both motion descriptions of walking persons. The proposed method is evaluated
with the PETS2006 dataset and compared to the method of
Damen and Hogg. In addition, we show results obtained by
using our own dataset in order to remark the improvement
achieved by using optical flow information. The dataset
includes more challenging surveillance scenarios with bad
contrast and abrupt changing light conditions, see Figure 1.

2. Detecting People Carrying Objects
By observing the motion of people walking, we distinguish two kinds of motion: a uniform motion in the same direction as the person is moving (corresponding to the torso
and the head) and a periodic motion (corresponding to the
limbs). If we model the motion for an average walking person, we can detect carried objects as those motion detections not fitting in the model. Therefore, we collect statistics about the motion exhibit by pedestrians and use a novel
Gaussian motion mixture model (GMMM) and motion descriptors based on the GMMM.

In order to obtain motion statistics, the method we propose starts with the bounding boxes obtained from a generic
tracker [26, 18, 23]. These boxes contain the motion vectors corresponding to each pixel in the box. By comparing
the statistics of the motion vectors with the main direction
of the bounding box, we can differentiate pixels following
uniformly the direction of the box from pixels with periodic
and other kinds of motions (eg. limbs, scene background,
occluded persons... ). Carried baggage is then identified
as uniform motion vectors pointing in the same direction as
the bounding box in those pixels where no uniform motion
was observed for an average walking person.
In this section we first compare the information obtained
out of the optical flow computation with the information
obtained from background subtraction. Then, we introduce
the proposed GMMM and a motion descriptor based on this
model. Finally, we show how to detect people carrying objects based on their motion description.

2.1. Motion Information obtained from Background Subtraction and Optical Flow
The most recent methods, which use motion information
obtained from background subtraction or other foreground
segmentation techniques, to analyse human behaviour are
derived from the motion-history images (MHI) [9]. The
MHI for a pixel mask 𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) at time 𝑡 is defined as:
𝑀{𝐻𝐼𝜏 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =
𝜏
𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑀 𝐻𝐼𝜏 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 − 1) − 1)

, if 𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 1
, else
(1)
where 𝜏 is the maximal duration of the motion track. A
benefit of MHI is the excellent run-time performance [16].
Therefore, this technique has been further exploited in
many popular motion features based approaches as the
modified motion-history (MMHI) [17], the motion gradient orientation (MGO) [5], the motion edge history images
(MEHI) [25] or the temporal template [8]. A drawback of
these methods is the dependency from background subtraction, which meets its limits in case of changing light conditions and moving platforms.
The optical flow is a representation of pixel motion in
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Figure 2. Examples from PETS2006 (S7-T6-B3)(frame 562 - 1721) and our dataset (frame 52933/52971) with background subtraction
(white - foreground, gray - shadow, black - background) and optical flow field (color displays the angle and brighness the value -white
denotes no motion-).

an image sequence. The main assumption is the brightness
constancy assumption as stated by [19]. Thus the intensity
of a small region in two consecutive images remains constant, although its position is changing. That leads to the
mathematical formulation:
𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥𝛿𝑡, 𝑦 + 𝑑𝑦𝛿𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡),

(2)

with 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) being the image intensity of a grayscaled image, (𝑑𝑥, 𝑑𝑦)𝑇 denoting the motion vector of a point and
𝛿𝑡 a small time difference at a position x = (𝑥, 𝑦). The
dense set of motion vectors at time 𝑡 is called optical flow.
The most successful methods to solve this equation use a
linearisation of Eq. 2 performed by a first order Taylorapproximation and are therefore gradient-based. This leads
to an underdetermined linear system. To solve this system,
two kinds of methods have been introduced containing an
additional global constraint [19] or a local constraint [13]
and minimizing the mean square error. Most of the stateof-the-art optical flow methods were derived from these two
approaches. A local constraint implies the constancy of motion in an image region. Recent methods using local constraints are e.g. [15, 20]. Global constraints impose a condition to be fulfilled by the whole motion field. Therefore
Horn/Schunck [19] introduced the smoothness constraint of
the motion vectors. Recent methods use more sophisticated
global constraints and robust estimators. E.g. in [6], the
authors use an efficient multigrid algorithm and in [24], the
Huber-L1 norm is chosen to improve the accuracy.
In the recent years, optical flow computation has becaoe
more and more accurate [3]. Through the use of efficient
algorithms and with the upcoming GPU computation there
are a number of real-time optical flow algorithms available
[15, 24].
The information obtained from the computation of the
optical flow can be used in many applications [4]. In con-

trast to the MHI and approaches derived from it, there are
few approaches using optical flow information to describe
human motions. Some exceptions are those in [27, 14],
which use histograms to compute feature vectors of optical flow. As an alternative to background subtraction based
methods, which fail in many typical video surveillance scenarios, we use a motion model to detect pedestrians carrying
objects.
In order to illustrate the difference in the information
obtained out of background subtraction and optical flow
computation, Figures 2 shows the results obtained for some
areas containing pedestrians from the PETS2006 and our
own datasets. The top row shows the tracked areas in the
original frame. The bottom row shows the results of background subtraction using the method described in [28] with
shadow detection as in [7], where white are foreground,
gray, shadow and black, background pixels and the optical flow [24] using the colour to display the angle, and the
brightness to display the value of the pixel motion (white
denotes no motion).
In frame 562 we obtained good information both from
optical flow and background subtraction. Frame 1446
shows the limits of optical flow based methods, which have
difficultly segmenting people if they are not moving. Frame
1721 shows their advantage, which is the ability to segment
people by means of their motion. In contrast, with background subtraction a big blob was obtained, but it was not
possible to segment the people on it. More significant results can be observed in the results obtained for the videos
of our database, where the lighting conditions change so
fast that the background model fails to adapt (frame 52933)
and the poor contrast of the foreground objects to the background (frame 52971) hinders good segmentation results by
means of background subtraction.
To illustrate motion based models we computed the
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Figure 3. Motion-history images (gray) and motion-history gradient (colour coded) with and without shadow-detection and temporal templates for the frame 52933 (top) and frame 52971 (bottom)
including drastic changes in illumination.

MHI, the gradient of the MHI and the temporal template
used in [8] for the frames 52922 and 52971 of our dataset.
Figure 3 shows the results. Gradient angles and values are
represented with colour and brightness respectively. It is
easy to see that the results degrade strongly with changing
light conditions.
Based on this observation, we propose a statistical optical flow based motion model to describe the motion of
walking people in order to classify those of them carrying
objects.

2.2. Optical Flow Motion Model
The profile of a pedestrian’s motion is defined through
periodic and uniform motion. Periodic motion corresponds
to the pendular motion of limbs and uniform motion to the
torso and the head. In most cases, if people are carrying
objects, a uniform motion profile not fitting to the average
motion profile of a walking person can be observed.
To generate a motion model of a pedestrian we observe
the motion vectors vxy = (𝑑𝑥, 𝑑𝑦) for each (𝑥, 𝑦) position of a bounding box Ω containing a given tracked person
and estimate a probability density function of the motion
observed by considering the motion history in a positionwise manner. The motion history {vxy,1 , vxy,2 , . . . vxy,t }
for each position is modeled as a mixture of 𝐾 Gaussians
𝑁 (𝝁, Σ) in a similar fashion as described in [28], with
𝝁 = (𝜇𝑑𝑥 , 𝜇𝑑𝑦 ) being the mean and Σ the covariance matrix. We assume that the 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 values are independent
and have the same variances (Σ = 𝜎I, with I being the
2x2 identity matrix) since we do not use any camera calibration information, but this could be easily incorporated
into the system. This model is updated for each position
(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ Ω for every new frame as described in [28]. In
order to rapidly obtain a reliable motion model, we take a
learning rate 𝛼𝑡 = 1/𝑡 in the period 𝑡 ∈ [1 . . . 𝑇 ], with
𝑇 = 1/𝛼 and 𝛼 the learning rate as defined in [28]. The proposed optical flow based motion model 𝜃𝑥𝑦 now contains a

Figure 4. Pedestrian tracked with the bounding box Ω and its displacement 𝑣Ω . The observed motion vxy,t denoting the optical
flow at the each position and are used to compute the motion statistics 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑦 for each position. Mean 𝜇 and variance Σ are displayed colourcoded.

pattern of the motion observed at every position (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ Ω.
Figure 4 shows an example the motion model of a pedestrian of our database.
One of the advantages of using a GMMM to learn motion statistics is that abrupt changes of motion can be updated in an additional Gaussian, which may grow if the new
direction is maintained. Thus, we obtain a much preciser
and more reactive model than other approaches averaging
silhouette masks over the time as [8]. The negative effect of
sporadic occlusions can also be successfully prevented by
using a GMMM.

2.3. Uniformity of Motion
In order to classify the motion statistic observed at each
position as uniform motion or not, we calculate the probability that the motion of the bounding box vΩ is included in
the motion statistic 𝜃𝑥𝑦 :
𝑝𝑥𝑦 ≡ 𝑃 (vΩ ∣𝜃𝑥𝑦 )

(3)

The benefit of that probability 𝑝𝑥𝑦 is the independence
from the speed and the direction of a tracked person. We
use this probability to build a model of the short-time uniformity of motion of a pedestrian, the short-time uniformity
pattern of motion. Regions corresponding to the head, torso
and eventually carried baggage will have a high value, while
regions corresponding to the limbs will have a lower value
since they move in a pendular manner.
By collecting this information over a big sample of people carrying and not carrying objects, only the positions
corresponding to the head and the torso will be reflected
in the model, since baggage is usually carried at different
positions. With the results of eq. 3 we estimate a probability density function 𝜗𝑥𝑦 which describes the long-time
uniformity of motion. Therefore a one dimensional mixture of Gaussians (𝑁 (𝜇𝑝𝑥𝑦 , Σ𝑝𝑥𝑦 )) is used. That is done
in order to obtain a precise description of the uniformity of
motion. In fact, two Gaussians are enough to obtain this
density function, one to describe the main mode and the
second to catch outliers. The probability density function
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Figure 6. Results of Gaussian motion model (GMMM) on our
dataset with drastic lighting changes.

Figure 5. Examples of short-time uniformity pattern of motion
(left) and long-time uniformity pattern of motion (right) obtained
for the scene PETS2006.

𝜗𝑥𝑦 forms the long-term uniformity pattern of motion. Figure 5 shows the short-time uniformity of motion of some
pedestrians and the long-time model obtained for the scene
PETS2006 by using 106 pedestrians. Since the long-time
uniformity pattern could be updated on-line, the pattern is
independent from different camera viewpoints.

cided not to do this, since we wanted to strictly observe the
same amount of people as [8] to obtain a fair comparison of
the systems.
Similar to [8], a detection is labelled as true if the overlap
between the bounding box containing the detected object
and the groundtruth box as annotated by Damen and Hogg
exceeds 15% of their summed areas in more than 50% of
the frames of the trajectory. The Precision-Recall is shown

2.4. Classification
The classification process of a tracked person consists of
modelling his motion with a GMMM, calculating the uniformity of motion 𝑝𝑥𝑦 that leads to the short-time uniformity pattern of motion and evaluating the membership of
this value to 𝜗𝑥𝑦 , obtained as in Section 2.3. Those values
of 𝑝𝑥𝑦 not fitting in 𝜗𝑥𝑦 are detected as potential carried
baggage. The detection results are then filtered by using
morphology operators, connected components analysis and
a minimum area threshold.

3. Experiments and Results
To evaluate the GMMM and the derived motion description the tracked persons where annotated manually, though
their corresponding bounding boxes could be easily obtained by using a general tracking method as proposed in
[26]. The optical flow was computed using the GPU implementation of the Huber-L1 method proposed in [24].
At first we evaluate our method on the challenging sequences with drastic lighting changes where background
subtraction based approaches fail (referring section 2.1).
Figure 6 shows the obtained GMMM-based motion descriptor. The left image shows how occluding motion detections
are updated in additional modes of the GMMM and thus do
not perturb the motion model of the tracked person.
A numerical evaluation was done using the PETS2006
dataset and the results were compared to the results presented in [8] with a dataset containing 106 persons. The
long-time uniformity pattern of motion was trained off-line
but it could be trained and even updated on-line. We de-

Figure 7. Comparing Precision-Recall curve for the proposed
method with Damen and Hogg [8] (PA - periodicity analysis, MRF
- markov random field, MRF(P) - MRF with prior knowledge).

in Figure 7. We decided to focus our attention on the motion
model. Therefore, we did not use any prior knowledge. The
results obtained with our method outperformed the results
presented in [8]. Figure 7 shows that using prior knowledge
could increase the performance of our system additionally.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a novel method for the detection
of people carrying objects based on the description of their
motion. Therefore, we estimate a density function of their
motion and, based on this model, we propose a motion descriptor. The fact of describing the motion independently of
the speed and direction allows us to create a motion description model of an average person that can be used to detect
people carrying objects. By using motion instead of colour
information, the system is robust against abrupt lighting
changes. The models used to describe motion can be generated on-line. The system was tested and compared with
existing systems with the public dataset PETS2006 and a
more challenging dataset including abrupt lighting changes
and bad colour contrast, showing very promising results.
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